Job advertisement
STADA IT Solutions has been established with a goal to provide IT services to entire STADA Group Worldwide.

SENIOR MICROSOFT INFRASTRUCTURE ENGINEER

Position summary
We are looking for a Senior Microsoft infrastructure engineer. Primary duties will be maintenance of all Hemofarm sites
infrastructure. This position includes taking part in international STADA projects.

Overall responsibilities











Maintain and troubleshoot Windows Server 2016, 2012, 2008 powered IT environments
Operate on-site and remotely to analyze and fix both urgent and lingering issues related to reliability, protection, capacity,
accessibility, and overall functionality
Install, setup and troubleshoot applications on Windows Servers
Configure and deploy Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7
Configure and analyze a variety of network services and applications including AD, DNS, DHCP etc..
Design information technology architectures including virtualized infrastructures, private/dedicated/hybrid cloud designs
Support and administer MS Outlook client with back office Microsoft Exchange Server, MS Office suite, phone
communications, and Internet access
Plan and implement upgrades to MS desktop OS, Windows Servers, Active Directory, and Microsoft Exchange Servers
Design and test protection policies including onsite high availability, fault tolerance, backups and AV as well as offsite or
cloud-based disaster recovery
Efficient system architecture and proactive server monitoring

Key qualifications










Experienced communication skills, high social competence
Analytical skills and understanding to transfer experience and knowledge from other fields into the area of responsibility
Ability to troubleshoot application problems including workstation program compatibility issues, server issues, data service
issues, and connectivity problems
Experience in business software support (Microsoft products)
Demonstrated ability to operate effectively in a virtual office environment, providing consistent follow-through and utilizing
remote access and wireless connectivity technology
Works independently and demonstrates strong sense of ownership and initiative
Possess a reasonable knowledge of networking layers 1 through 7 and strong troubleshooting skills in layers 1 through 4
English fluent is required, German and or Russian are an advantage
Ability to moderate and to assert oneself
If you are interested in the vacancy in our parent company
STADA, please send your applications to the following e-mail:
jobs@stadaitsolutions.com

